A television/computer three-dimensional surface shape measurement system.
An optical scanner is described which has been designed primarily for the measurement of human back shape. A projector and television camera were mounted together in a box which could rotate about a horizontal axis. The projector shone a horizontal plane of light, which was viewed at an angle from below by the television camera, linked directly to a minicomputer. The shape of the line of light formed by the plane as it fell on an object, together with a knowledge of the geometry of the system, enabled three-dimensional coordinates of points on the line to be calculated. A record of a surface shape was built up by scanning the object in about 2 s. Calibration of the system was achieved by scanning an object of known dimensions. Sets of algorithms are described which derive geometric parameters from the calibration scan and which sort surface shape coordinates, outline them and detect special markers from the surface shape scan. The accuracy of measurement exceeded the design aim of +/- 3 mm in each axis within a volume of 400 mm x 500 mm x 300 mm.